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7Ba

1 Fertilisation is when an egg cell joins with:

A another egg cell.

B a sperm cell.

C a body cell.

D root hair cells.

2 Salmon are fish which produce thousands
of egg cells when they breed. One reason
for this is that:

A many of the egg cells get eaten by other
animals.

B the female salmon need to sort through
their egg cells to find the biggest to use
for fertilisation.

C salmon breed on dry land and the mass
of egg cells stops the ones in the middle
drying out.

D there is only one real egg cell, the
others just help it get out of the female.

3 Before it is born, a calf is inside a cow’s:

A stomach.

B uterus.

C oviduct.

D large intestine.

4 Tadpoles develop in water, not inside
frogs. A calf develops inside a cow. One
reason offspring develop inside their
mothers is:

A the mother finds it easier to walk with
her offspring inside her.

B the mother does not need to feed her
offspring at first.

C the offspring are prevented from
moving and so they cannot run away.

D the offspring are protected from 
other animals.

On your answer sheet, write in or circle the correct letter for each question.

7B Quick Quiz

7Bb

1 What is the part labelled ‘X’ in the
diagram?

X

A bladder B cervix

C uterus D vagina

2 One way that a sperm cell is adapted to its
job is that:

A it dies quite quickly.

B it is hollow.

C it is surrounded by a liquid.

D it has a tail to allow it to swim.

3 An egg cell is much larger than a sperm
cell because:

A it needs to be able to hide from 
sperm cells.

B it needs to be big to allow it to have a
streamlined shape.

C it contains a store of food that can be
used if it is fertilised.

D the nucleus in an egg cell is much
larger than in a sperm cell.

4 Menopause is:

A the time when physical changes
happen in the body.

B the time when men need to sleep.

C the time when a woman stops
producing egg cells.

D the time when animals find a mate.
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7B Quick Quiz (continued)

7Bc

1 Fertilisation occurs in:

A an ovary. B an oviduct.

C the scrotum. D the penis.

2 A fertilised egg cell develops into an
embryo by:

A cell division. B puberty.

C ovulation. D fertilisation.

3 Look at the diagram. Which letter shows
where implantation happens?

3 The developing baby gets food and oxygen
from:

A the mother’s stomach.

B the placenta.

C the ovary.

D the egg cell.

4 A premature baby is a baby that is:

A born very late.

B very active.

C born if the parents are not married.

D born small and very early.

7Be

1 Pregnancy lasts for:

A nine days. B nine weeks.

C nine months. D ninety days.

2 Mammary glands produce:

A mashed up food.

B milk.

C amniotic fluid.

D sugar.

3 Puberty is caused by:

A sex cells.

B eating too much.

C pubic hair starting to grow.

D sex hormones.

4 This graph shows the height of a boy
between the ages of ten and fifteen.

4 The nucleus inside every sex cell contains
information. How much of the
information needed to make a new life
does an egg cell carry?

A 100% B 75%

C 50% D 25%

7Bd

1 The loss of blood and the uterus lining in
the menstrual cycle is called:

A menstruation.

B ovulation.

C fertilisation.

D urination.

2 A developing baby is protected by:

A a bag of fluid (amnion).

B the vagina.

C the ovary wall.

D a cord.
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Between which ages was he growing 
the fastest?

A 10 and 11 B 11 and 13

C 13 and 13 D 14 and 15
1
2
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